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“He Knows WHERE the Fish Are”

Luke 5:1-11

1. By the Lake of Gennesaret, (later called Sea of ___________,
and the Sea of ___________) …
A. The crowds were ___________ JESUS, V.1
B. Because they wanted to _______________________________.
C. So HE ___________ Simon Peter’s small fishing boat, and asked
Peter to push HIM a small distance out into the lake to gain a
little _________, as HE taught. V.2-3
D. After finishing teaching, CHRIST _____________ said to Peter:
1. ____________ into the deeper water, V.4
2. Let your ________ down,
3. And ___________ a catch.
2. Peter, with great ____________, replied, V.5
A. “Master, we _______________ all night.”
B. “We didn’t catch a ___________________.”
C. “We are professional _____________, and YOU are
a ________________.”
D. “BUT … nevertheless … ________________ … as YOU say.”
3. When they ______________, what they were told to do, V.6
A. Their nets enclosed an ____________ amount of fish.
B. Their nets were ___________ under the load. They had to call in
the other ________ for help. Both boats were then in danger of
sinking, under the __________ of the abundance of the fish. V.7
C. Peter was stricken with _________, over his own ___________
and lack of __________. By this Miracle, HE realized that HE was
in the ____________________________. V.8

Lessons to Learn:

1. Sometimes, what we are told to do, makes _______________
on the human level.
* Write down what you think HE is telling you: _____________

__________________________________________________________.

2. But you have to remember, THE ______________:
- ______________ than you know.
- ______________ than you see.
- _____________ more than you love yourself.
3. HE knows _________ the Fish are. HE knows where
____________ is. And HE knows _________________.
4. Don’t be ___________, and make ____________ why obeying
HIM won’t work. V.10
A. Just __________ HIM, (and tell HIM now) – and ________.
B. Don’t ________ and decide. __________ and Obey.
5. The Big Picture is never about __________ – but about
________________. V.10 “from now on”
6. Learning how HE ________ (Scripture), and spending ________
with HIM in prayer and worship, are the __________ things
you can do.
7. If you want to be Wise, always __________ HIM,
- because HE ________________________. V.11

